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Abstract

Under normal operating condition, heat transfer from the fuel plate to the coolant occurs by
convection phenomena. In case of force convection, the rate of the heat being transferred is
proportional to the temperature difference between plate surface and coolant temperature. In
most research reactors of MTR type the coolant flow is turbulent that results in an enhancement
of the heat transfer. The matter of fluid flow analysis for the reactor core is the determination of
flow rate and pressure losses resulting mainly from irreversible process of friction and velocity
and height change.
Hydraulic calculation is made using iterative method. The results of this calculation are provided
for heat transfer analysis by the HEATHYD code. The physical and mathematical model of the
heat transfer of HEATHYD includes the equation for thermal conduction and Newton's law of
cooling.
After completing experimental verification of the HEATHYD model, it was applied to calculate
the thermohydraulics of a plate type MTR. It was assumed that the core consists of 48 fuel
elements generating a total power of 30 MW. The coolant flow and heat transfer for the hot
channel was analyzed. In the hot channel case, the saturation temperature has been partly
exceeded by the clad surface temperature with the result of subcooled boiling. In the case of the
average channel, the clad temperature does not reach the saturation temperature.
The results of calculations show that the safety margin to flow instability represents the limiting
parameter regarding safe design and operation.

I. STEADY STATE CORE THERMQHYDRAULICS

1.1 Fluid Flow in channels

Under normal operating condition, heat transfer from the fuel plate to the coolant occurs by

convection phenomena. In case of forced convection, the rate of the heat being trasferred is

proportional to the temperature difference between plate surface and coolant temperature.

The value of the proportionality factor, convective heat transfer coefficient, depends on the

flow conditions including coolant physical properties. In most research reactors of MTR type

the coolant flow is turbullant that results in an enhancement of the heat transfer.

The matter of fluid flow analysis for the reactor core is the determination of flow rate and

pressure losses resulting mainly from irreversible process of friction and velocity and height

change.

* Research carried out in association with the IAEA under Research Agreement No. GFR/6478.
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Pressure Drop of coolant

The conservation law for the main flow determined the velocitiy change resulting from the

cross section change. The corresponding pressure loss is calculated by applying Bernoullis

equation. By neglecting the pool water velocity, the pressure drop is expressed as follows:

A P d = 5u 12

The total pressure drop through a fuel element consists of losses in upper and lower boxes of

the fuel element and the friction pressure drop on the surface of fuel plates. These losses are

in addition to the losses due to the change in height between core inlet and outlet. Main part

of the pressure drop results from the fricition loss in the cooling channels. Two different ap-

proaches for the calculation of friction losses are being outlined. The most plate-type rese-

arch reactors are designed for subcooled core flow under normal operation condition. The

friction pressure loss is calculated from the following formula /I/:

APf = 4f(Lc/De)(6u2/2)

For turbulent flow existing in the coolant channels, the friction factor f, is determined by

using 121:

a) Blasius correlation:

f = 0.0791 / Re ° ' 2 5 for 5000 < Re < 51094

b) Colebrook-white correlation:

f = 0.651/Re 0 0 8 2 5

Contraction and expansion of flow paths of the coolant while entering and leaving cooling

channels result in pressure losses that depend on flow rate, channel geometry and dimensions

of the end boxes.

For a given incompressible coolant, the velocities before and after channel exit or inlet can

be related by:

Uo/U = A c / A o

The entrance and exit pressure losses can be calculated from the followng expression:
A pen = Ken (5u / 2 )

A Pex = Kex (Su2/2)

Where:

K ^ = (1/B - 1 ) 2 + 0.05 = 0.63 + 0.37 ( ^ / 2

and, Re defines the Reynolds number according to:

Re = S . V . D
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Where

5 = Density of coolant

V = velocity of coolant

D = hydraulic diameter

[i = kinematic vislosity

One additional contribution to the pressure loss (or change) results from the change of height

between core inlet and outlet and is given by the product of specific weight of the coolant

and change in height. For downward flow its contribution is negative.

Iterative Hydraulic Calculstion

Because of interrelation of coolant velocity and pressure loss, hydraulic calculation is made

using iterative method. Starting with the average coolant velocity resulting from the total

mass flow and channel area, the pressure drops due to friction, velocity change and con-

traction is determined. Using individual channel dimensions, the total core flow rate is split

into channels flow rates,whereupon, the individual coolant velocities are calculated and used

in return to determine the pressure drop of the coolant at each channel. After calculation of

the total pressure loss the coolant velocity is subsequently determined applying the correlati-

on between velocity and channels pressure drop. At the end of each iteration step a conver-

gency test regarding channel coolant velocity and total mass flow is performed. In case of

high convergency being defined by the maximum number of the iteration steps, hydraulic

calculation is terminated and results of the final iteration step including flow distribution and

pressure drops are compiled as main hydraulic parameters. Fcr the local pressure values the

saturation temperature is finally calculated according to /3 / •

Ts = -167 In [1.05 - In (226P) /167 / 0.065]

The results of the hydraulic calculations are provided for heat transfer analysis in the second

part of the HEATH YD code. To take into account the variation of the parameter like viscosi-

ty and density with the temperature, the hydraulic and heat transfer part are linked via outer

iteration that will be discusses subsequent to the description of the heat transfer routine.

I. 2 Heat Transfer Model of HEATHYD

Heat being generated in the fuel plates is mainly transfered by heat conduction across the

fuel plates and removed by the forced convection of the coolant. The physical and mathema-

tical model of the heat transfer of HEATHYD includes the equation for thermal conduction

and Newton's law of cooling. The equation of heat conduction for slab geometry of the fuel

plates is expressed in the following form and numericaly solved using iteration method.
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dT
q = _ k . A .

dX

In this equation, q represents the heat flux (rate of energy being released from the clad sur-

face A) and k is refered to as the thermal conductivity of the fuel and clad material. For the

determination of the clad surface temperature, the rate of the heat transfer to the coolant is

calculated applying Newtons cooling formula of the form:

q=A.h(Ts-Tc)

In this equation, the convective heat transfer coefficient depending on the physical properties

and flow condition (hydraulics) of the coolant. Ts and Tc have been used as cladsurface and

coolant temperature respectively. The variation of hydraulic parameters, like velocity or

channel flow rate requires a linkage of fluid flow to the heat transfer part of HEATH YD.

This feedback mechanism as depicted in Fig. 1 is mathematically modelled through outer

iteration. By this procedure, the results of the heat transfer calculations are provided to the

hydraulic part and vice versa. Ts, TCj velocity and pressure are the parameters that are

mainly exchanged between the two parts.

The calculation of heat transfer coefficients takes place in the subroutine ALPHA using the

following relationship:

k

h= Nu

D

Nu ist referred to the Nusselt number as a dimensionless parameter characterizing both the

physical properties of the coolant and dynamic characteristics of the flow. For the turbulant

flow in the cooling channels of the core, different empirical correlations for Nu are available.

All correlations are expressed as a function of Reynolds number Rg ,specifying hydraulic

condition and prandtl number Pr, for physical properties of the coolant.

I. 3 Correlations for Heat Transfer coefficient

Convective one phase heat-transfer model of HEATHYD includes three different correlati-

ons for h. It is chosen by an option parameter named WEG.

1) Hausen correlation /3/:

D uc

Nu =0.037 [ 1 + 0.333 ( ) 2 / 3 ] (Re ° ' 7 5 -125 ) Pr ° ' 4 2 . ( ) ° ' 1 4

Lt [is
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where are:

D = hydraulic diameter of the cooling channel

Lt = total length of fuel plate including the lenght of the meat free zone

Mcs = viscosity at the coolant and surface temperature

Re = Reynolds number

Pr = u . Cp/k

k, Cp = thermal conductivity and specific heat of the coolant

2) Sieder-Tate correlations /4/:

Nu=0 .037Re a 8 .P r ° - 3 3 ( ° M

(JS

3) Dittus-Bollter correlation /5/:

Nu = 0.023 Re °"8 . Pr ° '4

I. 4 Physical Properties of Water

Physical properties as a function of the coolant temperature are assumed to be polynomial of

up to 6 orders as follows:

For the specific heat
2 6

C p = C 0 + Ci T + C2T + CT
For the conductivity

2 6
k =k0 + k-|T + k T kTFor the dynamic viscosity

2 6
M=Mo + M i T + M2T + + M6T

For the density

R = 1002.9 - 0.15838T - 0.00284 J2

I. 5 Onset of Nucleate Boiling
Nucleate boiling occurs at a surface temperature above T s a t by a quantity Ts - T s a t . Under

ONB conditions, the clad surface temperature over which nucleate boiling occurs, is deter-

mined as a function of local coolant pressure (P ) and surface heat flux, by the correlation

developed by Bergles and Rohsenow 151:

5/9 (9.23 q/Pz
 1 1 5 6 ) Pz °°2 3 4 /2 .16)
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Rearranging above equation, the heat flux at ONB is given by:

1.156 0.0234
qONB = Pz [ 1 -8 ( Ts- T s a t ) ] / (o.46 Pz ) '9-23

This correlation is applicable down to the low pressure rangecharacterizing the operating

conditions of research and test reactors.

The actual axial location at which ONB will ocur depends upon the axial heat flux distributi-

on, coolant velocity and pressure drop along the channel. For the simplicity, heat flux at

ONB is calculated conservatively by using the worst combination of parameters i.e. ONB

occurs at the channel exit with the lowest pressure, saturation temperature and highest coo-

lant temperature rise. This correlation is used to determine the heat flux resulting in nucleate

boiling. In case of reaching or exeeding heat flux for ONB, the temperature calculation is

performed by using separate correlation given as follows :

Ts-TSat = (43.1-0.11 T s a t ) q 0 3

where T ^ and Ts are saturation and surface temperature (°C) and q is referring to the heat

flux (MW/m2). To determine the margin to nucleate boiling, the local heat fluxes are compa-

red with q at ONB and the ratios are printed out by HEATH YD as a function of axial points

and channels.

II. MODEL OF CRITICAL COOLING
II. 1)Flow instability

The phenomenon of flow instability is a result of interaction between pressure drop and

coolant flow in heated channels. For the heated channels, the pressure drop as a function of
2

mass flow deviates from m -dependency at low flow rates and shows a minimum. Before

the minimum, any decrease in the flow rate results in an increase of the pressure drop with

the consequence of low local pressure and saturation temperature. The minimum in the pres-

sure drop/mass flow kurve depends on flow characteristics and heat flux. The determination

of critical heat flux at the onset of flow instability has been experimentally inverstigated by

whittle and Forgan 161 for the coolant channels conditions exiting in MTR. They measured

the mass flow, exit temperature and pressure drop corresponding to minima in the pressure

drop -vs- flow rate kurve for subcooled water flowing (upward and downward) in norrow

heated channels (width 2.54 cm, thickness 0.14 to 0.32 cm, and length 40 to 61 cm) under

the followong conditions:

1.2 < Pexjt < 1.7 bar
83<L H /L D <190
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where

•-H = heated length of channel

LQ = heated equivalent diameter of the channel

= 4 (channel flow area / channel heated perimeter)

4 t w W / ( t w

Based on these measurements the following correlation was proposed:

R = (Tout-Tin)/(TSat-Tin)
where

R = 1 / (1 + n DH / LH)

and n is bubble detatchment parameter.

Values of n suggested by different authors are ranging from 12 to 37. A value of n = 25 was

determined as best fit for Whittle and Forgan data. For different values of n, R is plotted as a

function of LJJ / DJJ in Fig. 2. Safety margin Sf to the onset of flow instability is defined as

follows:

Sf = R (Ts a t - T in) / (Tout - Tjn)

where R is referring to as a parameter depending on design and T o u t ist the coolant outlet

temperature. According to this expression an increase of heat production or decrease of inlet

subcooling (T sa t - T m ) aggravates flow instability and lessen the safety margin. Using the

expression for Sf the HEATHYD code calculates the safety margin to the onset of flow in-

stability which is printed out for each cooling channel. Heat flux corresponding to flow in-

stability can be calculated from coolant temperature rise i.e. R ( T ^ - Tm) , specific heat,

and flow rate. The average heat flux at onset of flow instability is expressed in term of ve-

locity, channel geometry, temperature, and fluid properties 111:

q O F | - 0.05 [ R8 Cp t w (W tw / W H L H ) U (Ts a t - T in) ]

In this correlation the effect of channel entrance loss, which is a stabilizing factor for the

system, is not included. The amount of the heat transfer at OFI depends on pressure through

saturation temperature, T s a t . Since pressure drop characteristics are not required, the accu-

racy of the prediction does not depend on two phase correlations (subcooled void fraction,

pressure drop, and heat transfer coefficient). All two phase effects are included in parameter

,,n", and flow instability is intimately related to pressure drop. The pressure drop depends on

the local water quality, which follows from the axial heat distribution.

11.2 Departure from Nueleate Boiling (DNB)

As a result of the heat flux increase, small bubbles are formed and collapsed after leaving

the fuel plate surface. Because of agitation process, the heat transfer to coolant becomes hig-
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her. Due to further increase of power the bubble formation rate becomes higher than the col-

lapsing rate so that they begin to clump in the region adjacent to the heating surface which

affects the heat transfer rate. In case of covering of plate surface, the thermal linkage of the

heating surface to the coolant is interupted. Under this condition the rate of heat transfer

drops as a function of temperature difference between surface and fluid temperature (film

boiling condition).

The heat transfer coefficient in this regime is by orders of magnitude lower than in the corre-

sponding region before critical heat flux so that a rapid rise of the surface temperature takes

place. The variation of the heat transfer rate to coolant with the temperature difference has

been depicted in Fig.3. According to this figure, if the surface heat flux exceeds a certain

magnitude an unstable transition from Nucleate Boiling to Film Boiling occurs. For this

reason, the determination of the critical heat flux at which Departure from Nucleate Boiling

(DNB) happens is important. For the safe and optimum operation, the actual heat flux should

not exceed the critical value. For this aim the minimum ratio of critical heat flux to that exi-

sting at the fuel plate is defined as the DNB ratio. The critical heat flux depends on surface

condition, physical properties and flow conditions. Most of the DNB correlations have been

developed for the heated tubes. Two DNB correlations for the round tubes (Labunstov) and

narrow rectangular channels (Mirshak) are applicable in low pressure range. Both correlati-

ons have been involved in the HEATHYD code and are optionally used /6, 7/

Labunstov Correlation:
The Labunstov correlation is based on experimental data from several sources. These data

cover a wide range of velocity and pressure, but all have positive subcooling at the channel

exit. Labunstov observed that the burnout heat flux varies with the pressure, coolant velocity

and the magnitude of subcooling at the exit, and that these fluxes are virtually independent of

the length, diameter, and configuration of the cooling channel. The effect of the channel di-

mensions becomes pronounced only for diameters less than 2 mm. According to Labunstov

critical heat flux is given by :

q c = 145.4 G(p) [ 1+2.5 U2/G(p) ]1 / 4 . (1+15.1 Cp.ATsub IX P1/2)

where

G(p) = 0.9953 pu •500° (1 - P/Pc

and Atsub = Tsat - T i n - ATC



The above relation is valid within the parameter ranges given below

Steam quality : negative-0

Velocity : 0.7 to 45 m/sec

Pressure : 1.0 to 200 bar absolute

Subcooling (Atsub): 0 - 240 ° C

qc : 116 to 5234 w/cm2

Mirshak Correlation :
The Mirshak correlation is based on data for annular channels with heated tube diameter of

1.27 cm and 2.03 cm and rectangalar channels (with channel width of 6.4 cm, heated strip

width of 5.08 cm, channel thickness from 0.3 to 0.58 cm). For both test sections, only one

side of the channel was heated. All data correlated have positive subcooling at the channel

exit. Acoording to Mirshak, critical heat flux is given by

q c = 151 (1+0.1198 U) (1+0.00914 Atsub) (1+0.19 P)

where

A t s u b = T s a t - T in - ATC

The above correlation is valid within the parameter ranges given below :

Steam quality : negative

Velocity : 1.5 to 13.7 m/sec

subcooling (Atsub): 5 to 75 C

Pressure : 1.72 to 5.86 bar absolute

Eqivalent diameter : 0.53 to 0.17 cm
2

qc : 284 to 1022 w/cm

In both the Labunstov and Mirshak correlation, the burnout heat flux depends on the water

subcooling and vice versa. For this reason the determination of the critical heat flux requires

an iterative procedure. As a first step, the coolant subcooling is calculated for channel geo-

metry and coolant flow using corresponding physical properties of water. By substituting

into the Mirshak or Labunstov correlation, the critical heat flux for the next step of iteration

is determined and vice versa. The iteration is continued until the convergency criteria speci-

fied by the number of iteration are fullfilled.
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III. Application of the HEATHYD code
After completing experimental verification of the HEATHYD model, it was applied to

calculate the thermohydraulics of a plate type MTR. It was assumed that the core consists of

48 Fuel elements generating a total power of 30 MW. For this power level a total flow rate of

50.4 m3/h (for each fuel element) was assumed. As inlet coolant temperature, 40 °C and a

pressure of 2 bar were applied as main initial thermohydraulic data(Table 1).

In addition to the more relevant case that is defined as the average core, the coolant flow and

heat transfer for the hot channel was analysed.The main results of the HEATHYD calculati-

on have been compiled on Table 2 for the average and hot channel case at nominal power

and overpower of the 114 %, respectively. In all cases, hydraulic calculations show 4.08 m/s

for the coolant velocity and 0.44 bar as total pressure loss. The result of the heat transfer part

depends on the total power. In case of overpower and hot channel, it amounts to 3.56 inclu-

ding axial radial and engineering factor. The results of all calculations have been depicted in

the following figures. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the clad surface and coolant temperatures have

been represented for four cases as a function of the active length of the fuel plate.

TABLE 1. MAIN DATA OF A MTR CORE USED IN CALCULATION WITH
HEATHYD

Steady state power level

Fuel element dimensions (mm)

Number of fuel lemen in the core
(a) Standard fuel.elements
(b) Control elements

Number of fuel plates in:
(a) Standart fuel elements
(b) Control elements

Fuel plate dimensions (mm)

Fuel meat dimension (mm)

Cladding thickness

Water channel thickness (mm)

Total primary system flow rates (m3/h)

Flow rates through the fuel element (m3/h)

Direction of the flow rates through core

Average power generated pier fuel element (MW)

Radial factor

Coolant inlet temperature

Pressure at channel inlet (bar abs.)

30

76.1x80.5x873

40
8

21
15

1.30x70.75x625

1.54x62.75x600

0.38

2.55

3120

50.40

Downwards

0.5462

3.12

40*

2*

Assumption
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TABLE 2. RESULTS OF FLUID FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER CALCU-
LATION USING HEATHYDCODE

PARAMETERS

Coolant velocity (m/sec

Pressure drop:

(a) dynamic (bar)

(b) gravitation (bar)

(c) friction (bar)

(d) inlet (bar)

Total pressure drop across core (bar)

Pressure at channel exit (bar)

Saturation temperature at channel exit (°C)

Coolant temperature rise across the channel (°C)

Peak clad temperature (°C)*

Average heat flux (w/cm2)

Peak heat flux (w/cm2)

Margin to Onset of Nucleate Boiling (ONB)

Safety margin:

(a) to Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB)

(b) to Onset of Flow Instability (OFI)

NOMINAL POWER
AVERAGE / HOT

4,08

0,082

0,059

0,028

0,024

0,442

1,555

112,46

10,46

73,93

38,03

62,67

2,59

7,47

5,24

4,081

0,083

0,059

0,273

0,024

0,438

1,559

112,53

33,14

134,40

118,65

195,56

0,80

2,27

1,68

OVER POWER
AVERAGE / HOT

4,080

0,082

0,059

0,276

0,024

0,442

1,555

112,54

12,09

78,30

43,36

71,46

2,28

6,53

4,59

4,082

0,083

0,059

0,272

0,240

0,438

1,559

112,54

37,79

145,60

135,26

222,93

0,69

1,96

1,47

* Using Haussen II Correlation

In the hot channel case, the graph includes the saturation temperature that has been partly

exceeded by the clad surface temperature with the result of subcooled boiling. The subcooled

region is specified by exceeding the heat flux at onset of nucleate boiling (margin to ONB

0.69). In case of the average channel, the clad surface temperature does not reach the satura-

tion temperature that indicates one phase liquid cooling as Fig. 4 shows.

The variation of the heat flux at ONB and DNB with the height of the cooling channel has

been shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for hot and average channel at nominal and over po-

wer condition. By comparison, the actual heat flux has been also included in the figures. Ac-

cording to the results, the critical heat flux corresponding to departure from nueleate boiling

is not reached. Because of low ONB value ( margin amounts to 0.69), the cooling of the hot

channel at over power level of 114 % occurs under the condition of subcooled nueleate boi-

ling.
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The results of calculations show that the safety margin to flow intability represents the limi-

ting parameter regarding safe design and operation. Accordingly, the minimum margin to

onset of flow instability amounts to 1.47.

NOMENCLATURE

Symbol

Ac

Ao

Cp

De

E

'a

'r
/-*
o

h

Hco

k

Ken

Kex

Lc

Nf

Pz

P

Pc

APen

APex

APf

APd

Definition

Total Water Cross section Area in an Element

The Crossectional Area of the End Box Imediatily
Beyond the Channel Entrance / Exit

Specific Heat of Water

Equivalent Hydraulic Diameter

Youngs Modulus of Elasticity

Friction Factor

Axial Peak-to-Average Heat Flux Ratio

Radial Peak-to-Average Power Ratio

Mass Flux ( = pU)

Film Heat Transfer Coefficient

Effective Fuel Plate Length for Heat Transfer

Heat Conductivity of Water

Entrance Pressure Loss Coefficient

Exit Pressure Loss Coefficient

Length of Fuel plate (Coolant Channel)

Number of Fueled Plates

Pressure of Coolant at any Point X

Pressure at Channel Exit

Critical Pressure of Coolant

Pressure Loss at Channel Entrance

Pressure Loss at Channel Exit

Pressure Loss Through Channel due to Fricition

Dynamic Pressure Loss

Units

2
cm

2
cm
KJ/Kg.C

cm

bar

(Dimensionless)

(Dimensionless)

(Dimensionless)

Kg/m sec

w/cm2C°

cm

w/m.C°

(Dimensionless)

(Dimensionless)

cm

(Dimensionless)

bar abs

bar abs

bar abs

bar

bar

bar

bar
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NOMENCLATURE (cont)

APF

Pr

q

q a

ClONB

qoFi

q c

Q

Re

Tin

Tout

ATC

Tsat

Ts

Tfl

A T s u b

tm

{P

Tw

U

Uo

Vcrit

W

wh

Wp

z

X

M

p

u

u '

Total Pressure Loss

Prandtls Number

Local Heat Flux

Axial Average Heat Flux

Heat Flux at Onset of Nucleate Boiling

Heat Flux at Onset of Flow Instability

Burnout (Critical) Heat Flux

Volumetric Flow Through the Element

Reynolds Number

Water Temperature at Core Inlet

Water Temperature at Core Outlet

Water Temperature Rise in the Coolant Channel

Saturation Temperature of Water

Clad Surfache Temperature

Fluid Temperature

Water Subcooling

Fuel Meat Thickness

Fuel Plate Thickness

Water Channel Thickness

Water Velocity in the Channel

Water Velocitiy just beyond the Channel

Critical Velocity

Water Channel Width

Effective Fuel Plate Width for Heat Transfer

Total Plate Width of Chord of Curved Plate

Axial Location along the Channel

Heat Vaporization

Dynamic Viscosity of Water

Denstiy of Water

Poissons Ratio

Kinematic Viscosity of Water

bar

(Dimensionless)

w/cm

w/cm

w/cm

w/cm

w/cm
3

m /hr

(Dimensionless)

C°

C°

C°

C°

C°

C°

C°

cm

cm

cm

m/sec

m/sec

m/sec

cm

cm

cm

cm

KJ/Kg

Pa.sec

Kg/m3

(Dimensionless)

2,
cm /sec
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